2000 ford f150 power steering pump
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Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Proper lubrication of an F's hydraulic steering linkage is
vital to the functionality of the truck's power steering system. Over time, the seals and bearings
within the truck's power steering pump corrode, resulting in power steering fluid leaks and
premature wear due to the increase in temperature of the power steering components. Leaks
can also pose a fire hazard if the fluid contacts the engine or the exhaust manifold when hot.
Thankfully, replacement power steering pumps for a Ford F are readily available at most
automotive parts retailers, and the replacement process is relatively straightforward. Place a
container underneath the power steering pump to capture the power steering fluid as it is
drained from the pump. The F's power steering pump is located on the driver's side of the
engine. Remove both the input and output hoses from the back of the power steering pump.
Both hoses attach to the pump with a nut, which is located at the end of each hose. Loosen
both nuts with a wrench, then pull both hoses away from the pump and allow the fluid to drain
into the container. Loosen the pump's adjustment bolt with a wrench to allow the pump's belt to
slacken, then lift the belt away from the pump's pulley. The adjustment bolt is located at the
bottom of pump where the pump meets its mounting bracket. Remove the pump's retaining
bolts with a wrench, then lift the pump out of the engine compartment. The retaining bolts are
located on the mounting bracket which secures the pump to the engine. Place the replacement
pump into position and install the pump's retaining bolts through the mounting bracket. Do not
tighten these bolts yet. Install the two hoses to the back of the pump and place the pump's belt
over the pulley on the front of the pump. Pull the pump away from the engine to tighten the
tension on the belt, and then tighten each of the pump's retaining bolts. Turn the engine off,
then check the pump's fluid level with the pump's dipstick. The fluid level should appear at or
just under the "Full" mark on the pump's dipstick. Add additional fluid if necessary. John
Stevens has been a writer for various websites since Stevens is a lawyer and licensed
real-estate broker. Step 1 Place a container underneath the power steering pump to capture the
power steering fluid as it is drained from the pump. Step 2 Loosen the pump's adjustment bolt
with a wrench to allow the pump's belt to slacken, then lift the belt away from the pump's pulley.
Step 3 Remove the pump's retaining bolts with a wrench, then lift the pump out of the engine
compartment. Step 4 Place the replacement pump into position and install the pump's retaining
bolts through the mounting bracket. Step 5 Install the two hoses to the back of the pump and
place the pump's belt over the pulley on the front of the pump. Step 6 Pull the pump away from
the engine to tighten the tension on the belt, and then tighten each of the pump's retaining
bolts. To make matters worse, they all seem to leak as well. I set out to build out the entire
steering system to give it better strength and performance. I completed a whole host of
upgrades to the steering and proceeded to put several hundreds of miles on the truck without
issue. You need as much steering angle as possible to help maneuverability off-road. They now
have offset heim joints for steering applications. The factory tie rods and ends were replaced
with fabricated linkage using chromoly tubing and heim joints, all for increased strength.
Non-Saginaw Ford steering pumps are noisy and prone to leakage left. Although well used, I
have had no problems after doing substantial steering upgrades to Autonomous 4X4 right. The
problem with a straight tube going in front of the axle is that it comes very close to the front
differential cover. So close that it actually limits your turning radius because the linkage will
make contact with the cover at full lock. These new offset heim joints from Barnes 4WD are the
solution to your steering clearance issues left. With the offset heim joints from Barnes 4WD, our
steering travel was restored and there is now ample clearance between our straight linkage bar
and the front diff cover right. The offset heim joints from Barnes 4WD give you the clearance
you need to clear the cover and gain the steering angle lost. On a long wheelbase vehicle such
as mine, you need as much steering angle as you can get. Starting at the beginning of my
steering project, the factory Ford power steering pump was squealing horribly. Years of leaking
fluid had the front end of the truck soaked with fluid and covered in sludge. I had purchased the

vehicle used, and the previous owner had been simply refilling the leaking reservoir instead of
making repairs. A Ford pump that was leaking for years left the front end of my F a mess. Take
the time to de-grease the front end before starting work. It took me several attempts to remove
all the sludge. If you plan on doing this same upgrade, you will avoid a lot of grief if you
thoroughly clean the gunk off the front end before starting the project. I used degreaser and a
hose, but so much was caked onto the front end that it would have been much better to have it
steam cleaned before starting. There were several times during the conversion when I had to
spend additional time cleaning the frame and components on the front of the truck; it was a
mess. A popular conversion on Jeeps for decades, the Saginaw steering pump is a much
quieter and more durable option than the factory Ford pump. With that said, Saginaw pumps did
come from the factory on many Ford trucks. Sources would be a dealership with new old stock
NOS parts or an auto dismantler. The factory bracket was clearanced to allow room for the
reservoir on our new Saginaw power steering pump. You will also need to drill new holes for the
Saginaw pump; it has a different bolt pattern than the factory Ford part. Take careful
measurements before you modify your pump mounting bracket to ensure your belt maintains
proper alignment. I measured. The pulley gets pressed onto the pump shaft. Our engine is the
gas-powered The only Ford vehicles we could find near the shop with Saginaw pumps were
diesel-powered and the dealerships had been picked clean of NOS brackets years ago. I got my
pump from the local Napa Auto Parts store. It was for the same year E Ford van. If you are going
to modify your factory bracket like I did, your first step is to make careful measurements from
the pump mounting surface of your bracket to your belt pulley. You want to make sure that your
belt will line up perfectly with the rest of your accessories when you are done. Side loading your
belt causes premature wear on the belt and the pulleys in your system. Mine measured. Use
your choice of available tools â€” I used an air grinder with an abrasive cut-off wheel. This
adapter is for a different application. It was too thick for our gas motor, but it did provide a good
template for locating the new bolt pattern to our factory bracket. Make sure to leave a generous
radius in the corner so it does not create a stress riser and crack. I ordered an adapter bracket
from PSC Motorsports that had both the factory and Saginaw bolt patterns to make it easy to
mount, but the bracket was for a engine. It was too thick to work with the , as the pulley would
not locate in the correct position. However, it did make a good template for locating new holes
in the bracket. Actually, I made two matching plates; one that went on the back side as a spacer,
the other one I used on the front side to sandwich the factory aluminum bracket with steel for
added support. Make sure you have enough room so the bolts head clear the pulley. Looking
Past The Pump. With the pump addressed, I was just getting started. I am running 37X The
substantial weight and contact patch of the tires would put a big load on the new pump, so
plans were made to include hydraulic ram assist to the system. The steering box would need
additional ports to provide pressurized fluid to the ram. Our steering box was rebuilt and given
additional ports for ram assist by Power Steering Solution. Many people mount their steering
ram onto the axle housing so the force is applied directly to the steering linkage. My ram is
bolted to the front of the factory crossmember with a fabricated bracket. The shaft runs to a
specially constructed, dropped pitman arm. This design reduces unsprung weight and keeps
the ram and fluid lines away from rocks and sand. The downside is that it can put a side load on
the sector shaft in the steering box. To protect against this, I also fabricated an assembly that
supports the end of the sector shaft, holding it in double shear. A bracket that bolted to the
front cross member included an adjustable heim joint. Instead of mounting the PSS ram
cylinder on the front axle, it was bolted to the front crossmember on a custom bracket. The ram
acts on the dropped pitman arm left. A custom bracket with a heim joint is used to support the
sector shaft in double shear. The dropped pitman arm puts additional load on the shaft right. A
pair of the correct size nuts were welded together, taking care to make sure they were
accurately aligned. The double nut was tightened onto the sector shaft to attach the dropped
pitman arm. A bolt wass then slid through the heim joint support and tightened into the other
end of the double nut. Two nuts were welded together to form a double nut. One end held the
pitman arm to the sector shaft left. The other end of the double nut allowed a heim joint to be
bolted on to support the sector shaft in double shear right. Care was taken to make sure that the
ram was located parallel to the steering linkage. It is also important that the ram bottoms out on
its own internal stops. The fabricated pitman arm uses the splined end of a forged pitman arm
and laser-cut quarter-inch thick steel plate. The linkage is constructed from 1. The ram needs to
run parallel to the steering linkage. Here is the dropped pitman arm before tig welding. We used
the splined end of a forged pitman arm to locate on the steering shaft right. Strong, F bolts from
Foremost Threaded Products were used throughout. Delrin spacers were made to keep the
linkage from twisting at the heim joint. Heim joints articulate on spherical bearings so they can
flop up and down when used in horizontally. In order to keep them flat, I fabricated spacers from

a solid block of Delrin. I pressed steel tubing into the bores so that they could be tightened to
the necessary torque without crushing the Delrin. They held the linkage parallel without
grinding against the heim joints. Steel sleeves were pressed into the bores so that the heim
joints could be tightened securely. With the hard parts taken care of, it came time for the
lifeblood of the system â€” the fluid. The factory system uses a coil of tubing that is attached to
the front crossmember. I was using that real estate to mount the ram, so a remote cooler was
plumbed into the system. The cooler is an extruded aluminum, heat sink style that is mounted
to the front suspension crossmember by more fabricated brackets. A custom mount was
fabricated to hold a pair of extruded aluminum coolers; one for engine oil, the other to cool our
Maxima synthetic power steering fluid left. The extruded coolers are very durable and a built-in
rock guard provides additional security without compromising air flow right. The extruded style
filters were more durable than sandwiched plate-style coolers, and the mount also incorporated
a rock shield for protection. The mount was designed to be rotated up or down to create more
or less air flow across the cooling fins. The modified steering system was designed to increase
strength and provide superior performance over the factory parts. The system was plumbed
with aircraft hose and fittings by Lance Barron at Performance Vehicle Plumbing. Lance prefers
to work on race vehicles, but did this job as a personal favor. With all of these upgrades to my
steering system and full motion restored with the offset heim joints, I look forward to
trouble-free operation in the demanding conditions I regularly see covering off-road racing
events. Harley Letnar blasts a berm in Parker, Az. Project Autonomous 4X4 has to navigate the
same terrain while shooting photos at desert racing events! We will safeguard your e-mail and
only send content you request. We promise not to use your email address for anything but
exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising.
Aircraft-quality line and fittings were used to plumb the entire system. Latest News. More
Stories. Everything Off Road in your inbox. Subscribe Now. We'll send you the most exciting Off
Road articles, news, truck features, and videos every week. We think you might like No thanks.
Diesel Army. Engine Tech. One problem related to power steering pump has been reported for
the Ford F The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford F based on all problems reported for the F
Consumer states wheel rims started to rust out in one year the consumer also stated the
bumper rusted out in one year, and the abs light illuminated. The brakes were inspected several
times, but no problem was found. The high beams would not come on, the plastic on the
outside rearview mirror fell off, the dome light in the cab wouldn't come on, and the tailgate
wouldn't close, the windshield wiper washer, wipers and heating system did not work. The
power steering pump leaked all the time, the gear shifter wouldn't go into park. The fuel strap
failed three years ago and caused the fuel tank to fall to the ground. Car Problems. Power
Steering Pump problem 1. Other Steering related problems of the Ford F Steering Tie Rod
Assembly problems Steering Tie Rod Assembly problems. Steering problems. Steering Wheel
problems. Steering Gear Box problems. Steering Gear Box Sector Shaft problems. Steering
Column problems. Steering Failed problems. Steering Rack And Pinion problems. Steering Is
Tight problems. Home Ford F Steering Pump. Hey, got a weird one for ya. Im too cheap to go
buy a repair manual, or maybe I just believe in helping someone out, I dunno, anyway I got a 4.
Power steering pump pulley. It has broken itself and I need to replace it. Twelve bucks! I need to
remove the old one and cant figure out how. Is this something that will have to be pressed on
and off or can a grease monkey like me and my old set of snap ons handle the job? Just as an
ad lib, my entire family owns Ford products. We have all bought new ones within the last 10
years or so. And for these last 10 years Ford has went to patootee on their quality. Im not
talking about the under payed worker assembling it but more the engineer sitting in the air
conditioning saying they need to save 15 cents by putting unreliable plastic intakes and pulleys
on these motors. I would rather a late 70's to late 80's model ranger or explorer. At least they
were "Built to Last". Do you. Hello, The pulley is pressed on. You can do it yourself if you
purchase a power steering pulley puller and installer. Was this answer. Please login or register
to post a reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Ford F owners have reported 33
problems related to power steering pump under the steering category. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
Ford F based on all problems reported for the F My truck has 80, miles. I noticed that gradually
the steering was becoming stiffer and harder to turn feeling as if it was binding at times. It got to
a point that when making a turn the wheel would not recover and actually had to be pulled back
making it dangerous to drive. I took it to my service shop and they replaced the power steering
pump which did nothing to correct the problem. I then did some research on-line and found
various forums where owners and repair techs described the two "u" joints on the F steering
shaft becoming badly corroded making it difficult to turn the steering wheel and pointing out the

joints have no grease fitting. I checked the joints on my truck and they ere corroded. I applied
lubricant externally and it completely eliminated my problem, however, I have to reapply
lubricant every couple of months. The attached photo shows the upper joint after I lubricated it.
Ford has to know this safety issue exists and that this is costing owners needless repair costs.
See all problems of the Ford F Steering is very erratic. Did not even know I had electric steering.
From past experience it felt like I am low on power steering fluid. Went to add fluid and
discovered there is no pump or hydraulics. Steering assist is very unreliable and drops out with
out notice and impossible to steer with control especially when making turns in either direction.
This is not safe. My vehicle has had the following issues arise after the warranty expired.
Several months later the display illuminated and has stayed illuminated ever since. I continued
to wait for brake pedal to firm before operating the vehicle and the situation resolved to normal
presently. That is to say there is no problem with the brakes. Dealership said the check valves
had stuck open and dirt and dust had entered the system requiring replacement of parts 5 this
is the latest issue with the vehicle. It only happens when turning after a stop and doesn't
happen every day. I suspect it will resolve itself overtime if my theory as stated at the top is
correct. Rpms have no impact. Not steering shaft, power steering pump, power steering fluid,
ball joints steering rack. Mechanics are at a loss. About 33, miles. While driving there is rattling
inside of the steering column that started a few months back. Now my alternator seems to not
be working properly and the truck will only crank when I have all extras off radio, ac, etc. I also
have to pump the gas for some reason for it to turn over completely. Otherwise it just dies.
Never had a problem until last week when it wouldn't turn over at all. My battery is pulling For a
truck to be 3 years old and already need a new alternator appalls me. There is something else
going on and the rattling in the steering column is somehow related to me having problems
cranking the truck. I have several occasion for the past couple of years of my f not starting
when turning the key on. I have taken it to the Ford dealership several times but they couldn't
determine the problem. I've had several occasion of the low oil pressure light turn on and the
vehicle has stalled. Just recently I was making a right turn and at a small angle and the truck
completely stalled out while driving. I had to coast to a stop without any power steering until it
finally stopped. I tried to crank it over but it wouldn't start. After about 5 minutes it finally
started without issue. I've had it stall twice while I lost total control of my truck and it is
extremely dangerous. I had to tow it to my dealership again today. I think I may have finally
found the issue which may point to a faulty 20amp fuel pump fuse. I found some articles
pointing to fuse 27 and sure enough it was burnt on one side. I am completely shocked that
Ford is aware of this issue and not issuing a mandatory recall until all these trucks are fixed.
Had this been on the freeway it could have been a complete failure of the vehicle which may
have caused a serious or life threatening accident. Please force a recall. The contact owns a
Ford F While driving approximately 50 mph, the steering wheel seized and the power steering
warning indicator illuminated. The vehicle then lost power. The contact coasted the vehicle to
the side of the road. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic where it was
diagnosed that the fuel pump relay box failed and caused the fuel pump to burn. The mechanic
stated that the fuel pump needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The contact
called cavalier Ford Lincoln greenbrier s military hwy, chesapeake, va , phone: and was
informed that he would be responsible for the diagnostic and repair fees. The vehicle was not
repaired due to the cost. The manufacturer was contacted and stated that they knew about the
failure and, in order for the vehicle to be repaired, there would be a fee. The approximate failure
mileage was 78, The VIN was not available. I have had the Ford truck death wobble, I barely
missed a head on collision because of it. This has now happened several times, it starts
unexpectedly when going 55 to 60 mph and hit a slight pump or unevenness on the road the
front end of the truck goes into to a severe vibration and wobble that rapidly gets worse and
make the truck uncontrollable and vary dangerous. The only way to stop the death wobble is to
immediately slam on the breaks and come to a complete rapid stop. I cant believe this hasn't
already been taken care of by Ford giving how many of us out here are experiencing this issue.
When this truck goes into to this violent wobble it is vary difficult to control, I am a lb male and
almost collided head on with an oncoming car, if my wife was driving this truck when this
happened her and the people in the oncoming car would have most likely died!. Steering got
very hard while making a turn on an off ramp. Almost veered into oncoming traffic! While
pulling a trailer after mile trip down a major highway, my power steering and brakes stopped
working. After taking it to the dealer ive learned the power steering reservoir is inferior, causing
cavitation. In other words the fluid over heats and causes pump failure. For months every time I
turned the steering wheel all the way to the right the system emitted a loud squeak like a
pneumatic p[inch. I mentioned this at my last two oil changes with no response. It proceeded to
get worse making the same noise when turning the wheel fully either direction and became stiff

to turn while driving. I finally showed the service agent the issue and he had not seen this
before?? In I went to get recall repaired from franklin TN dealership I purchased the truck from,
they refused, in , they claim that the software was not available from Ford, online in emails to
another dealer, I have not been told when to bring truck in to get all recalls repaired. Both
dealerships are in TN. When in first gear, the truck will jerk back down and won't allow me to go
to 2nd gear without pressing hard on gas, loud fan noise from the hood, breaks go to the floor
and I have to pump to feel truck slowing down, air and heat continue to not work, air won't get
cool and heat won't get hot, both dealerships have refused to repair or blamed Ford for not
giving them what they needed to fix the recalls. I am documenting so my family will be able to
give this to attorney. The contact stated that while driving at a low speeds and making a right
turn, the power steering suddenly malfunctioned causing the steering wheel to become
extremely difficult to turn. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic, who diagnosed
that a water leak had caused wiring damage which might have caused the failure. The water
pump was replaced but the vehicle later experienced the same failure. The cause of the failure
was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage
was 67, I live in a metropolitan area where there is always a high volume of traffic and losing
power of a vehicle is a dangerous situation. Driving in rush hour traffic and accelerating from a
red light when my Ford truck entered into a "limp home" mode wrench icon and oil lamp
appeared it stalled out. I was able to coast into a parking lot even though I had no power
steering or brakes. Eventually, I was able to start my vehicle. My truck drove fine but now and
then had a hesitation to start. About a week later, it stalled again; this time it did not start. I was
a block from my office and we pushed it back. I had it towed to a local shop and was told it was
the fuel pump. The truck drove ok for about a month, but still hesitated on starting. In June,
once again it stalled. I took it back to the shop and they could find nothing wrong. July 9th, I
was driving about 55 mph when I came to a signal light and stopped. The light turned green, I
begin my left hand turn and the truck stalled. I had it towed to Ford dealer. While driving on a
new york interstate at approximately 60 mph in a snow storm, my truck started to miss. It then
slowed down and shut off. I did not have enough time to make it to the side of the road. A truck
stopped and I had him push my truck to the side of the road, causing me to have damage to my
truck. Found out that the fuel pump driver module failed. It is located above the spare tire and
due to a design error, water and road salt get trapped between module and mounting brace. It
errodes out from the bottom side and the mounting bracket. When replaced, was informed that
it is a redesigned compnent, lifting it away from mounting bracket. If I had not had enough room
between me and the tractor trailer traveling behind me, or if I had another vehicle traveling next
to me, it could be a total different outcome. I know for a fact, that part component is extended in
states where there is a high risk of salt corrosion, and believe that a safety issue like this should
be one of them. Sitting on a highway in a snow storm is always dangerous. At roughly miles, in
October of I experienced a failure of the electric brake vacuum assist. The symptoms were that
the pump constantly ran and could audibly be heard where it was not previously constantly
running. The pump was replaced in October of under warranty. No recall or campaign has been
implemented for this condition but numerous reports by Ford owners have been made
regarding the same condition. I believed the audible noise I was hearing was a steering
component because I was simultaneously having an issue with "notchy" steering. While
negotiating a long, gradual turn my steering would lock while turning left. The wheel would lock
when the top of the steering wheel was in the area of the 10 o'clock position. No crash occurred
but the condition was very unsafe. The vehicle had to be driven erratically to remedy the
condition. A hard yank on the wheel was necessary to forcibly increase steering input. The
steering components were also replaced in October of by johnson Ford under warranty. No
recall or campaign has been implemented for this condition but numerous reports have been
made regarding the same condition. The electric vacuum assist replaced in October of , nine
months ago was the same part with no updates as the one that failed. I again hear the vacuum
assist motor running almost constant as it was when replaced. The truck is no longer under
warranty. I have only had this vacuum assist for nine months. I spoke with Ford customer
service. No warranty is available as I have driven the truck in excess of 12, miles 12, miles at the
time I reported the problem. While traveling from nys to NJ, I noticed that it became harder to
steer the truck as the trip progressed. While on 80e in NJ it became so severe that to change
lanes and take an off ramp took all the strength I could muster. I knew it wasn't my power
steering pump because I continued to lose range of steering motion in the steering wheel. I
limped the truck to a gas station in denville NJ. Fluid level was ok, belt was good and turning
properly on the ps pulley. I noticed the two universal joints on the steering shaft looked
corroded so on a hunch I poured some motor oil on both u-joints. That fixed the problem and
got me out of a very dangerous situation. Somebody is going to get killed because their

steering is going to lock up due to those u-joints and they won't be able to steer out of a bad
situation. Steering becomes stiff, will not turn without excessive force and if in turn requires
excessive force to return to neutral position. When turn it will hang and forcing causes over
steer. According to inter chat the fix was to lubricate the steering column universal joint above
steering pump in engine room. Did this, was good until may and suddenly return, lubrication not
working so well this time. This would cause my wife to wreck, it could cause and may have
caused accidents. Appeats to be comon issue. Please investigate because many complaints on
logged on web sites. Steering became quite stiff and wheel did not return after cornering. Ford
service manage diagnosed problem as universal joint on steering shaft seizing due to
corrosion. There are no grease fittings to lubricate the joints and they are had to reach. Ford
dealers do not always have parts on hand for this repair. I have managed to loosen the joint with
penetrating oil in a pump oiler. For has offered no solution and the joints had no protective
rubber boot over them to protect them from corrosion. In addition, the cooling lines to the
power steering pump rusted through posing a danger of sudden loss of power steering
assistant. The cooling line was made of bare metal that was not rust or corrosion resistant such
as galvanizing and designed as to be in a vulnerable location under the radiator behind the front
bumper. For no apparent reason power steering pump made laboring noise when wheel turned.
Observed leaking power steering hose. Diagnosed by Ford dealer as such and could not repair
due to a national backorder of the needed hose and neither Ford or dealer could say when the
part would be available. Vehicle is under extended warranty however the third party warranty
company wouldn't warrant repair using a locally fabricated hose because fabricator would not
warrant part for 12 months therefore I am faced with paying for entire cost of repair by dealer.
Neither dealer nor Ford would own up to paying for the repair or rental of a car while my truck is
in shop. Engine stalls at low speeds causing loss of steering and braking. There was no check
engine light or error code when this first occurred. After the engine had stalled for about times,
the check engine light finally came on. I took the truck to a local mechanic shop to read the
code which indicated that the evap system was blocked. My dealer determined that a solenoid
in the fuel evap. System had failed. As a result the fuel tank was collapsed by vacuum because
there was no secondary tank vent. This is dangerous! Drive at your own risk, when the pump
fails you go to manual steering instantly and could lose control of the vehicle. Consumer states
wheel rims started to rust out in one year the consumer also stated the bumper rusted out in
one year, and the abs light illuminated. The brakes were inspected several times, but no
problem was found. The high beams would not come on, the plastic on the outside rearview
mirror fell off, the dome light in the cab wouldn't come on, and the tailgate wouldn't close, the
windshield wiper washer, wipers and heating system did not work. The power steering pump
leaked all the time, the gear shifter wouldn't go into park. The fuel strap failed three years ago
and caused the fuel tank to fall to the ground. The contact owns a Ford f The contact stated the
power steering pump failed and there was power steering fluid leaking from the vehicle. The
power steering assist would sporadically fail while driving at various speeds. There were no
warning lights to alarm the contact of the failure. The dealer advised replacing the entire power
steering rack at the contacts expense. The manufacturer offered to reduce the price of the
repair. The failure and current mileages were approximately 45, Pump and fluid were find but,
they problem continued and I was having considerable issues trying to steer. Vehicle was taken
to my local repair shop. All tire on staten island new york. Phone The problem was diagnosed
and repaired. The lower steering assmebly was broken. This shaft is part 8l3z3bb. I was
informed by one of the shop managers that this is a common problem and that he was repairing
a second Ford a Ford excursion with the same shaft. He further stated that he has repaired
several in the last few months. Information redacted pursuant to the freedom of information act
foia , 5 u. The contact owns a Ford f While driving approximately 20 to 25 mph on normal road
conditions a loud noise expelled from the steering wheel. The driver exerted higher effort to turn
the steering wheel and was able to continue driving with caution. There were no warning lights
illuminated on the instrument panel. The contact stated that he would perform the repairs on the
vehicle. The contact is aware of the safety risk involved. The failure and current mileages were
62, The consumer stated a power steering pump should fail on a 3 year old vehicle. I have a f pu
I purchased the truck used,supposedly a demo. Driving home the steering locked up I thought
maybe a belt after nursing the truck home I looked and the belt was intact I got some info from a
mechanic friend he suggested the power steering pump I changed that the truck is no longer
under warranty it only has miles on it after checking it out further I noticed it has two different
style tierods on it and noticed that both upper ball joints ar bad the truck was a just inspected in
Nov. Nothing was said that the was any trouble with anything any way I tried to e mail Ford
customer relations center I was told to contact dealer I had problems with another Ford truck
and when I complained about that truck the manger told me I was nuts his service than test

drove the truck and stated that there was a problem with the shimmy in the front end of the
truck but could not find cause so I did not talk to this person my point is with only 52, miles on
it the ball joints should not be bad and should not have to be replaced and with paying A month
for a payment I cannot afford to repair the truck on my own or should not have to can you help
in any way?. Power steering gear bolts broke. There was a pop noise and consumer could turn
steering wheel in either direction but front wheels would not turn. Dealer replaced broken bolts
from gear. Repaired power steering leak at hose from reservoir to pump. Upon backing out of a
parking space I felt a hard jolt and the truck shut off. I inspected the engine and could not find
any leaks or anything out of the ordinary. I then restarted the engine with no problem. When I
tried to turn the staeering wheel, I found it very hard to turn. I looked under the hood again and
noticed the power steering pump wheel had a little shimmy to it and no leaks. I took the truck to
the dealership. I was told at the dealership that these pumps go out anywhere from 10k miles
and up. Failure of steering pump at low speed, causing loss of power steering. Pump has been
repaired. Power steering unit is failing to operate properly. Vehicle has been in the dealer shop
on four occasions , and has two pumps replaced and the unit still gives off a hissing noise
when vehicle is on. Dealer informed consumer that it was normal for the pump to run like that.
Power steering pump failed. Car Problems. Power Steering Pump problem of the Ford F 1.
Power Steering Pump problem of the Ford F 2. Power Steering Pump problem of the Ford F 3.
Power Steering Pump problem of the Ford F 4. Power Steering Pump problem of the Ford F 5.
Power Steering Pump problem of the Ford F 6. Power Steering Pump problem of the Ford F 7.
Power Steering Pump problem of the Ford F 8. Power Steering Pump problem of the Ford F 9.
Power Steering Pump problem of the Ford F Other Common Steering related problems of Ford F
Problem Category Number of Problems Steering problems Steering problems. Steering Tie Rod
Assembly problems. Power Steering Failed problems. Steering Column problems. Steering
Rack And Pinion problems. Lose Power Steering problems. Steering Failed problems. Steering
Wheel problems. Steering Linkages problems. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To
Order: Air Bag Clockspring. Alignment Shim Multi-Pack. Idler Arm. Idler Arm and Pitman Arm
Kit. Ignition Lock Cylinder. Ignition Switch. Pitman Arm. Power Steering Cooler. Power Steering
Cooler Bracket. Power Steering Cooling Line. Power Steering Filter. Power Steering Fluid.
Power Steering Hose. Power Steering Pressure Hose. Power Steering Pressure Switch
Connector. Power Steering Pump Pulley. Power Steering Pump Repair Kit. Power Steering
Pump Seal Kit. Power Steering Pump Washer. Power Steering Reservoir. Power Steering
Reservoir Cap. Power Steering Reservoir Line Hose. Power Steering Return Hose. Steering
Column Lock Actuator. Steering Column Tube. Steering Column Tube Plunger. Steering
Damper. Steering Damper Kit. Steering Gear. Steering Gear Seal Kit. Steering Gear Worm Shaft
Seal. Steering Idler Arm Bracket Assembly. Steering Knuckle Seal. Steering Rack Boot Kit.
Steering Shaft. Steering Stabilizer. Tie Rod. Tie Rod Assembly. Tie Rod End. Tie Rod End
Adjuster Sleeve. Tie Rod End Adjusting Sleeve. Tie Rod End Boot. Tie Rod End Kit. Tie Rod End
Set. Transverse Link. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Body Sheet Metal. Chemicals and Fluids.
Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. A1 Cardone. BBB Industries. Shop By Vehicle.
Click to Enlarge. Features: Premium-quality remanufactured power steering pump designed for
dependability and reliability throughout the service life of the vehicle. Core Price [? A1 Cardone
Power Steering Pump. Manufactured with premium grade, high-temperature seals for added
durability under all driving conditions. Precise bushing alignment prevents premature shaft and
seal wear, significantly reducing noise and vibration. Units are supplied with reservoir and cap
when applicable to reduce installation time and prevent contamination from trapped debris.
Features: All critical components cam packs, spool valves, etc. HNBR does not break down at
high temperatures like conventional seal material. As a remanufactured Original Equipment
part, this unit guarantees a perfect vehicle fit. FInal pump assembly is computer-tested to
measure pressure, bypass, fluid flow, valve operation, steering effort and noise to ensure
reliable performance. Shafts are surfaced to precise specifications to eliminate premature seal
wear and extend pump life. Maval Power Steering Pump. Product List Price:. Shaft and internal
surfaces are inspected, reconditioned and polished. Seals and O-rings are replaced with new,
OE-equivalent parts. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Ford F Vehicle Ford F Catalog: H. Catalog: A.
Do you hear a moan or a whine as your turning our car? Do you suspect you have a Ford F
power steering pump leak? Are you finding it difficult to make that switch between lanes? Well,
you might need to look for the leak and repair it. The power steering fluid plays an important
role in the running of curves and even staying straight, while on the road. So how will you know
about these power steering leaks? The Ford F power steering pump leak is more common than
we know. May be credited to age or the make and model of a car, but with driving here and now,
these leaks are very rampant. There are many causes to Ford F power steering pump leak,

including time. When the car is used a lot over time, the seal loses its rigor making it lose and
less likely to allow the liquid to pass through. Another major cause is the type of fluid used by
the car. The material used on the system can also affect the possibility of a seal leak. This is
because some metals need added protection from corrosion, which causes wear and tears on
the seals. The Ford F power steering pump leak can occur in three different areas, where they
all require various efforts to stop the leaks. First is a leak from the pump. Whenever the shaft
exits the body in the constant movement of the car, a leak can be seen from the pulley
connecting the two parts. The steering fluid will drip for as long as the vehicle is in motion. The
best way to stop the leak is by replacing the pump altogether. The tubing from the steering
could also experience leaks since they are the hose transporting essential fluid to the pump.
Many systems will make use of strong rigid pipes as tubes but due to the heat of the car, it
breaks and fluid leaks. If the tube is soft, then replace. The final spot for leaks is the gear. All the
dust accumulated from the road can damage the shaft, making them likely to leak fluid. The best
way to solve this is by confirming if the leak is from the gear rack or the tie rods and see to
place stops in the leak. Ford F power steering pump leaks are very frustrating, especially when
you have no idea where the leaks are originating from. Leaving you confused on the roadside.
Most of these repairs are inexpensive, hence, if you suspect you a leak, seek mechanical
assistance, and get the leak fixed. Want to learn how to replace power steering gear box seals?
Click the link to learn more! Search for:. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Ford F Power Steering Pump. Select your vehicle year.
Refine by:. Power Steering Pump part. Reservoir Included. Pulley Included. Showing 1 - 15 of 36
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: A Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : M16 x 1. Part Number: AP1. Part Number: AP2.
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chased on Aug 22, Jul 29, Great Price and fast delivery. Item was packed well and ready to
install. Great price and quality. Definitely the real deal. Fast service, great warranty. Just what I
needed. Thanks for selling a great product at a reasonable price. Charlie Southern. Purchased
on Jul 15, Apr 08, Great pricing and good Quality parts. Ronald Bennett. Purchased on Mar 25,
Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Best Power Steering Pumps Without a functional
power steering pump, you would have a hard time steering your car. Replace a failing pump
immediately to prevent potential damage to the rest of the steering system. Power steering
pumps are designed to help you steer your vehicle with minimal effort. Therefore, having a bad
power steering pump can definitely have a big impact on vehicle handling. What are the Signs
of. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

